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Abstract
The article presents assumptions of the one-dimensional model of the ASz-62IR aircraft engine. This model was developed in the AVL BOOST software. The ASz-62IR is a nine cylinder, aircraft engine in a radial configuration. It is produced by the Polish company WSK “PZL-Kalisz” S. A. The model is used for calculating parameters of the fuel stream and the air stream in intake system of the engine, as well as for the analyses of the combustion process and the exhaust flow to the external environment. The model is based on the equations describing the isentropic flow. The geometry of the channels and all parts of the model has been mapped on the basis of empirical measurements of the engine elements. The model assumes indirect injection where the gasoline was used as a fuel with the calorific value of 43.5 MJ/kg. The model assumes a mixture of a stoichiometric ratio of 14.5. This model is only part of the overall ASz-62IR engine model. After the simulation tests on the full model the obtained results confirmed the correctness of the model used to create the mixture. It was found that the AVL BOOST software is good for the implementation of this type of work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Development of aircraft engines takes place in two ways. New engines constructions are developed (base engines) or an upgrade of the existing structures are made. The base of the engine retains, while a gradual introduction of a further developed version of the engine is made in the transitional period between two successive generations. Both techniques are assisted by simulation research. Modelling is particularly useful for designing elements in the field of mechanics, in particular, in the mechanics of aircraft engines. Modelling is a presentation of the system or its components in a simplified form, close to but different from the reality. Although each modelling process is performed in such a manner as to
accurately reflect the reality, each of them contains some simplifications. There are some initial modelling processes: an adoption of a proper physical condition, describing its suitable mathematical model and putting it into the computer. Using a computer unit is integral to the process of creating a new product or their improvements. Computer modelling is the initial step in designing a new device or a new item and does not eliminate experimental research. However, its use is very important in terms of shortening the design and production time of new items [1].

In the case of 3D CFD simulation studies a bigger model is necessary to use to achieve good level of studies. Creating a 1D model requires a lower level of detail and is easier and faster to implement. This kind of model is a connector for analyzing a combustion engine with multiple components together. Nowadays such software are used GT-Suite, AVL BOOST, Ricardo Wave and various codes developed at universities [2-5]. In all of them, the 1D engine model is represented as a connection system and includes templates that simulate other engine parts (valves, cylinders, collectors, etc.).

Computer modeling of internal combustion engines is very well described both in the instructions for simulation programs and in literature positions [6]. The books [7, 8] cover various approaches to modeling and optimizing the in-cylinder processes as a mixture, combustion and formation of exhaust emissions in gasoline engines. User Manuals to AVL BOOST very accurately describes the procedures and equations used in creating models with literature [9].

The air-cooled radial piston engines have experienced dynamic development before and during the Second World War. For example BMW 801 engine was developed in 1938 and its prototype was tested in April 1939. Their construction was based on analytical calculations. The exchange of cargo and the formation of the mixture were not investigated by computer simulation methods. Nowadays, high power piston engines are rarely used and there is scarcity of work devoted to researching these old structures. There is a trend of adaptation of refined car engines for aerospace applications.

Recent developments scientific works are focused on the field of new compression-ignition engine with opposing pistons. The main trend of aircraft manufacturers is towards the electrification of the powertrain with More Electric Aircraft (MEA), Hybrid Electric Aircraft (HEA), More Electric Engines (MEE) and so on [10, 11].

All engine modeling programs are dedicated to automotive engines and do not include a niche group of aircraft engines operating under completely different conditions.

The article [12] contains an example of modelling the radial piston aircraft engine. It is the ASz-62IR engine produced by WSK PZL Kalisz since 1961. It is operated, among others, on board of the PZL M18 Dromader, the An-2, the DHC-3 OTTER, the Li-2. The view of the engine is shown in Figure 1.

This engine is a product, that has been improved during the implementation of scientific research with the participation of Lublin University of Technology. Originally, the engine was powered through the carburetor. The mixture was supplied to the engine by the radial compressor, which gets power from the crankshaft via the multiplier. In order to improve the engine performance and thus its competitiveness on the market, some works started on replacing the carburetor by an electronically controlled multi-point fuel injection system. After the implementation of the project results, the company began work on the optimization of the ignition system. All previously made and currently performed works were based on the mathematical model of the internal combustion ASz-62IR engine, that was developed [14, 15]. In an earlier work [16], the authors presented a general model of the engine in the AVL BOOST version 2014.2 along with sample results. It included both the process of filling and combustion. In this study, the authors focused on a sub-model of cylinders filling which was built in the 2016 version of AVL BOOST. The new version includes tools to approximate the entered parameters of the compressor map.
2. METODOLOGY

In order to determine the engine performance the mathematical model of the engine was made, which is a one-dimensional physical model of the engine. This model enables to investigate the engine performance (power, torque, fuel consumption, etc.). In addition, it enables research under variable environmental conditions to reflect varied flight conditions (altitude, humidity, cruising speed, etc.).

The research involved:
1. studying the ASz-62IR-16 radial engine technical documentation for an engine design;
2. formulating the assumptions for a predictive model and the variability range for environmental conditions;
3. developing an initial structure of the model;
4. developing structures of individual sub-models (to demonstrate charge exchange, combustible mixture formation, combustion, a piston-crank system and gears, an ignition system, a control system, environmental conditions, etc.);
5. introduction of maps of the compressor from the technical documentation of the engine;
6. implementing the model in the AVL BOOST environment;
7. validating the model.

2.1. Model assumptions

AVL BOOST software is a tool dedicated to one-dimensional modelling of internal combustion engines. The engine model can be used to calculate parameters of air and fuel flow in an intake system including charging devices as well as combustion and exhaust flow to the environment. This enables the visualization of time courses of flow parameters (pressure, temperature, gas composition, etc.) at any point of the model as a function of crank angle or mean values over the entire operating cycle.
The following assumptions were used in one dimensional engine model:
1. it can only reflect the diameter and the length of pipes;
2. all 9 cylinders are identical;
3. there is no impact on cylinder performance with the geometric orientation;
4. constant wall temperature of the engine;
5. constant fuel supply (homogeneous mixture, the fuel injectors are 0.5 m away from the intake valve);
6. complicated shapes of pipes were replaced by round shapes;
7. pipes with curvilinear axes (arcs of a specified radius) with variable diameter (conical) were used;
8. instead of small elements with a high volume between the inlet and outlet, an elements with constant volume were used (Plenum);
9. constant mix formation was maintained - automatically selected mass flow through the injector was used.

2.2. Engine model
The model reflects the entire path of charge flow from the air inlet to the exhaust outlet. Figure 2 show the scheme of air and fuel flow in an intake system (ASz-62IR engine). In a radial engine, the cylinders are located around the crankshaft and all pistons are connected by a common crank-piston mechanism. The air is supplied through a radial compressor, which gets power from the crankshaft via a multiplier. The injectors are placed in specially designed adapters at the exit from the compressor to the inlet pipes in the way that enable passing the fuel with the air flow. This solution allows us to place the injectors symmetrically which results in identical supply conditions for all cylinders. The model diagram is shown in Figure 3. The model also demonstrates the process of fuel injection into inlet channels. In the actual engine, the fuel is supply to the intake pipes just behind the compressor. It is injected in a simultaneous way, i.e. 1 injection per rotation of the crankshaft. In the model, the fuel is supplied to the engine continuously. The amount of fuel supplied by the injectors is determined by the assumed air-fuel ratio of 0.9 and the mass flow rate measured in the line before the compressor.

The model is composed of:
 a. a model of charge exchange that covers:
   - air inlet;
   - throttle system;
   - compressor connector;
   - charging compressor;
   - inlet pipes and injectors;
   - outlet pipes;
 b. a model of combustible mixture formation:
   - a model of fuel injection;
   - a model of fuel mixing and evaporation;
 c. a model of an operating cycle composed of:
   - a model of cylinders (to demonstrate a change in cylinder volume);
   - a model of combustion;
   - a model of heat transfer;
 d. a model of external conditions.
Fig. 2. The scheme of air and fuel flow in an intake system (ASz-62IR engine)

Fig. 3. AVL BOOST engine model [16]

The complete engine model in the AVL BOOST consists of several sub-models [17, 18]. The article presents only part of the entire model of the ASz-62IR engine (charge exchange model and mixture formation model).
2.3. Charge exchange model

The model of charge exchange is based on the model of mass flow rate in intake and exhaust pipes. This model is based on the equations to describe isentropic flow through the opening. The energy equation to describe flow through the opening under steady conditions can be transformed into the mass flow equation:

\[
\frac{dm}{dt} = A_{eff} p_{o1} \sqrt{\frac{2}{R_o T_{o1}}} \varphi
\]  

where: \(\frac{dm}{dt}\) – mass flow rate, \(A_{eff}\) – effective flow surface, \(p_{o1}\) – forward flow stagnation pressure, \(-\) forward flow stagnation temperature, \(R_o\) – gas constant, \(\varphi\) – velocity potential.

For subsonic flow:

\[
\varphi = \sqrt{\frac{K}{K-1} \left[ \left( \frac{p_2}{p_{o1}} \right)^{\frac{K}{K-1}} - \left( \frac{p_2}{p_{o1}} \right)^{\frac{K+1}{K}} \right]}
\]  

where: \(p_2\) – backward flow stagnation pressure, \(K\) – ratio of specific heats.

and for transonic flow:

\[
\varphi = \varphi_{max} = \left( \frac{2}{K+1} \right)^{\frac{K}{K+1}} \sqrt{\frac{K}{K+1}}
\]  

The real effective flow area can be determined from measured flow rate \(\mu \sigma\):

\[
A_{eff} = \mu \sigma \frac{d_{wl}^2 \pi}{4}
\]  

where: \(\mu \sigma\) – channel flow coefficient, \(d_{wl}^2\) – internal diameter of a valve seat (reference diameter).

Flow coefficient \(\mu \sigma\) varies with the stroke/valve opening and is determined in a steady flow state on a research platform. Flow coefficient \(\mu \sigma\) demonstrates the ratio of real flow rate measured at a certain pressure difference and theoretical isentropic flow rate under the same boundary conditions. Flow rate relates to the cross-sectional area of the attached pipe/nozzle.

The geometry of the inlet channels and other key components was mapped with reference to the technical documentation of the engine and empirical measurements of the structure components. The volume of elements on the charge flow path between the air inlet and the exhaust outlet was measured by the CAD mapping of the structure. Taken from the technical documentation, the original characteristics of the compressor engine was introduced into the model.

To create a correct model for the process of charge exchange, the original characteristics of valve lifts (Figure 5) and the characteristics of the charging compressor to map its performance and the rotor speed depending on the mass flow rate and pressure were introduced. All the data for those maps and characteristics were provided by the engine’s manufacturer.
2.4. Model of mixture formation

The model of mixture formation is based on the calculation of values of gas properties like gas constant or thermal capacity. The AVL BOOST software can calculate the values of gas properties in each cell of each time step for instantaneous gas composition. The presented model uses a general model for the transport of chemical compounds of the mixture. There are 7 compounds used, i.e. fuel, $O_2$, $N_2$,
CO₂, H₂O, CO, H₂. A mass conservation equation is calculated for each of the compounds, which is fundamental for determining physical properties of the mixture both in inlet and outlet pipes.

As fuel, gasoline of a calorific value of 43.5 MJ/kg and an air mass fraction for stoichiometric mixture of 14.5 was used. Indirect injection into the intake manifold was used in this model, which is valid for both carbureted and indirect injection engines.

The model assumes the following simplifications:
- the mixture is homogenous at the beginning of combustion (because of AVL Boost software configuration),
- accordingly, mixture stoichiometric coefficient A/F remains constant during combustion,
- combusted and non-combusted charges show identical pressures and temperatures although their compositions change.

With the typical model for compound transport the value of mass fraction of combustion products (including the value of air-fuel ratio) and fuel vapor can be determined. Air mass fraction is calculated from the formula:

\[ w_{\text{air}} = 1 - w_{\text{FV}} - w_{\text{CP}} \text{.} \]  

where: \( w_{\text{air}} \) – air mass fraction, \( w_{\text{FV}} \) – fuel vapor mass fraction, \( w_{\text{CP}} \) – combustion products mass fraction.

The value of air-fuel ratio is calculated from the formula:

\[ AF_{\text{CP}} = \frac{w_{\text{CP}} - w_{\text{FB}}}{w_{\text{FB}}} \text{.} \]  

where: \( AF_{\text{CP}} \) – air demand in exhaust gas, \( w_{\text{FB}} \) – combusted fuel mass fraction.

To calculate the properties of exhaust gas, the model for charge transport uses the air-fuel ratio to measure gas composition. Therefore, the air-fuel ratio is an indicator at which combustion occurred where exhaust gas formed. Exhaust gas composition is obtained from the chemical equilibrium provided for cylinder high temperature dissociation.

### 3. RESULTS

The validation consisted of a comparison of the engine performance at 4 points on the maximum power and 5 points on the propeller power, obtained from the engine test bench test. All points correspond to the conditions on the ground. The impact of flight altitude changes on engine performance was not analyzed. Figure 6 shows a comparison of pressure in the intake manifold. The consistency of the calculation results with the results of the experimental tests proves a good modeling of the filling process.

Also, the power characteristics (Fig. 7) shows good compatibility in the test results. The maximum pressure error after the throttles and in intake manifold pressure is 4%, which indicates that the inlet manifold is properly aligned with the supercharger. On the other hand, the specific fuel consumption does not exceed 1.5%, which demonstrates the proper modeling of the combustion process and gives the possibility of predicting engine performance after changes in the organization of the combustion process.
Fig. 6. Comparison of inlet pressure for maximum power and propeller power obtained from real tests and simulation tests

Fig. 7. Comparison of the characteristics of the maximum power and propeller power obtained from real tests and simulation tests

On the basis of the input data, simulations of the engine performance were made. Calculations were made for the operating point of the engine performance corresponding to take-off power, 746 kW (1,000 HP) at 2,200 RPM.

The results of the filling process which applies to discuss charge exchange sub-model are presented below. Figure 8 shows the characteristics of valves flow coefficient as a function of crankshaft rotation.
Flow coefficient increases and assumes a constant value. This situation is the same for the inlet and outlet. This is due to the geometry of the valve seat in the ASz-62IR engine.

Figure 9 shows the characteristics of the mass flow. There is no reverse flow, which is mainly due to the small value of the valves overlap. Visible small changes on the lines of the mass flow during the inlet and outlet occurs because of the wave phenomenon during the flow. This is because the engine is working at maximum power. The timing phases are optimized for heavy duty operation. Backflows increase as the pressure in the intake manifold decreases as the load decreases. Figure 9 shows the fluctuations in mass flow. These are due to the pressure waves in the intake and exhaust systems. In contrast, in Figure 10, it can be seen that the air-fuel mixture mass in the cylinder falls, but not to zero value, which indicates that the rest of the exhaust remains inside the cylinder.
4. SUMMARY

The complete engine model in the AVL BOOST consists of several sub-models of the ASz-62IR engine. Authors presented charge exchange model and mixture formation model. The model reflects the entire path of charge flow from the air inlet to the exhaust outlet and the process of fuel injection into inlet channels. The geometry of the inlet channels and other key components was mapped with reference to the technical documentation of the engine and empirical measurements of the structure components. The model, which was made in the AVL BOOST, has been positively validated by comparing the results obtained from the engine performance real tests and received from the simulation studies [16]. The validation consisted of a comparison of the engine performance at 4 points on the maximum power and 5 points on the propeller power on the ground. The results of simulation tests are consistent with the results of experimental research. This applies to the intake manifold pressure and engine power. Such a validation justified the correctness of the charge exchange and the creation of the mixture model. Pressure data show that the inlet manifold is properly aligned with the supercharger. Specific fuel consumption does not exceed 1.5% in the model, which demonstrates the proper modeling of the combustion process. Results show that there is no reverse flow and the air-fuel mixture mass in the cylinder falls, but not to zero value, which indicates that the rest of the exhaust remains inside the cylinder. Additionally, the model assumes the calorific value of fuel (aviation gasoline). The model allows the introduction of the properties of another fuel, for example ethanol, which is commonly used to power ASz62IR engines in Brazil.

Currently, some works are underway to replace the spark ignition system with an electronic ignition system. This will improve the performance and reliability of the engine. The model presented in the article is used to predict the performance of the engine after modification.

In the future, the model will allow the introduction of new valves timing and compressor maps during the modernization of the remaining elements of the aircraft engine. There is a possibility to introduce the revised air-fuel ratio and to define the parameters of fuel (alcohol fuel, gasoline etc.).
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